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	There was considerable enthusiasm about the new capabilities of HTML5, and even

	suggestions that no other technologies or products are necessary to produce dynamic,

	engrossing, interactive websites. That may be overstating things, but it is true the new

	features are exciting. HTML is HTML5. It now is possible, using just HTML, Cascading

	Style Sheets, and JavaScript, to draw lines, arcs, circles, and ovals on the screen and

	specify events and event handling to produce animation and respond to user actions.

	You can include video and audio on your website with standard controls, or include the

	video or audio in your application exactly when and where needed. You can create forms

	that validate the input and provide immediate feedback to users. You can use a facility

	similar to cookies to store information on the client computer. And you can use new

	elements, such as headers and footers, to help structure your documents.





	This book is based on my teaching practices and past writings. Delving into the

	features of a technology or general programming concepts is best done when there is a

	need and a context. Games, especially familiar and simple ones, supply the context and

	thus the motivation and much of the explanation. When learning a new programming

	language, one of my first steps is to program the game of craps. Also, if I can build a

	ballistics simulation with animation, such as the slingshot game, and make a video or

	audio clip play when a specific condition occurs, I am happy. If I can construct my own

	maze of walls, draw a stick figure for hangman, and store information on the player's

	computer, I am ecstatic. And that’s what we do in this book. As you see how to build

	these simple games, you’ll build your expertise as well.
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Coaching For Change: Practical Strategies For Transforming PerformanceKogan Page, 2004
An essential tool for anyone who wants to transform performance through the development of a coaching environment, this book looks at how to create, develop and manage change whether in one-to-one situations, team based or within organizations.
 Placing coaching right at the heart of the broader Human Resources (HR) and training arena,...
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Test-Driven Development with MockitoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to apply Test-Driven Development and the Mockito framework in real life projects, using realistic, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Start writing clean, high quality code to apply Design Patterns and principles
	
		Add new features to your project by applying Test-first development- JUnit...
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Software Development for Small Teams: A RUP-Centric ApproachAddison Wesley, 2003
Do you want to improve the process on your next project? Perhaps you'd like to combine the best practices from the Rational Unified Process (RUP) and from agile methodologies (such as Extreme Programming). If so, buy this book! 

          Software Development for Small...
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CentOS 6 Linux Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	An all-in-one guide to installing, configuring, and running a Centos 6 server. Ideal for newbies and old-hands alike, this practical tutorial ensures you get the best from this popular, enterprise-class free server solution.

	
		Delivering comprehensive insight into CentOS server with a series of starting points that show you...
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Sequence Analysis in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Sequence Analysis in a Nutshell: A Guide to Common Tools and Databases pulls together all of the vital information about the most commonly used databases, analytical tools, and tables used in sequence analysis. The book contains details and examples of the common database formats (GenBank, EMBL, SWISS-PROT) and the...
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Protein Homology Detection Through Alignment of Markov Random Fields: Using MRFalignSpringer, 2015

	This work covers sequence-based protein homology detection, a fundamental and challenging bioinformatics problem with a variety of real-world applications. The text first surveys a few popular homology detection methods, such as Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based methods, and then describes a novel...
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